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Powering Enterprise Transformations
At Binary Tree, we power enterprise transformations. Our award-winning software
and services help Enterprise businesses modernize their Microsoft email, directories
and applications by moving and integrating them to the cloud. Binary Tree mitigates
the risk of delays, downtime, and budget overruns for complex transformation
projects for large organizations.
We understand Enterprise migration requirements that go well beyond the needs of
small companies. Since 1993, we’ve transformed more than 8,000 global clients and 42
million users, including 7.5 million to Office 365. Our business first approach helps plan,
move and manage the transformation process from end-to-end. So, clients stay focused
on their core business while our experts deliver a low-risk, successful IT transformation.

Cloud Computing
Whether you’re looking to migrate to Office 365 or between Office 365 tenants, our
software and services can move your users, email, public folders, and applications.
We can even help keep your users collaborating smoothly as you migrate.

IT Modernization
We can modernize and scale your IT systems to meet the evolving needs of your
business. Our software and services can help upgrade your enterprise email,
directories, and applications.

Mergers and Acquisitions
We can help you quickly consolidate your directories, email, and applications. This lets your teams find each
other, send email, and schedule meetings. Our proven process and advanced migration software can guide you
through a successful Day One—and beyond.

HOW WE HELP YOU PLAN, MOVE AND MANAGE YOUR TRANSFORMATION
Depth of Experts

Leading-Edge Solutions

Business-First Approach

We have migrations
down to a science. Our
experts can help you
get ready for complex
transformations that
touch thousands of
users.

Our award-winning suite
of software and services
help you modernize
your technology
securely and efficiently.

Stay focused on your
core business while
we manage your
transformation at every
step. We can plan your
project, move your data,
and even train your
users.
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Software Solutions
Binary Tree provides software-based solutions to assist
customers to reduce the costs and timelines of their
enterprise migrations while preventing interruptions to
end-users.

Office 365 Tenant Integration and Migration
Binary Tree’s Power365® is a Software-as-a-Service
platform that makes it easy to unify and move users as
well as mail, One Drive and SharePoint content between
two or more Office 365 tenants to support mergers or
long-term multi-tenant coexistence.

Notes-to-Exchange Mail Migrations
Binary Tree provides the CMT suite of software for
migrating from Notes to Exchange on-premises,
Exchange Online in Microsoft Office 365, or to hybrid
deployments.
• Notes Integration | CMT: Establish robust
interoperability between Domino and Exchange
• Notes Migrator | CMT: High-performance mail and
archive migration from Notes to Exchange
• Notes Archive Migrator | CMT: Convert local archives
from NSFs to PSTs

Directory Synchronization

Managed Services

Binary Tree’s Directory Sync Pro makes it easy to
establish and maintain bi-directional synchronization
between distinct instances of Active Directory or
between Active Directory and Domino Directory.

Our Surround365® managed service unlocks the ROI
from Office 365 with technical support, coaching, and
training for your end-users and management,
monitoring and reporting for your IT team.

Active Directory Migration
Active Directory Migrator Pro dramatically reduces
risks, complexity, time, and costs associated with
transitions to your Active Directory infrastructure.

Domino on Azure, a managed service, enables you to
significantly reduce your costs to maintain a Domino
infrastructure by moving your Domino servers to the
Microsoft Azure Cloud.

Exchange-to-Exchange Mail Migrations

Services and Support

Binary Tree provides the award-winning Exchange Pro
software for migrating enterprises from legacy

Binary Tree provides services and support to assist
customers to plan, move and manage their projects.

Exchange Server environments to Exchange 2016, Office
365, or hybrid deployments.

• Migration Assessments

• Migrate Exchange mailboxes within forests, between
forests and to Microsoft Office 365

• Domino Application Services

• Migrate Exchange public folder content to modern
public folders in Exchange 2016, 2013 and Office 365

• Product Support

• Quick Starts
• Migration-as-a-Service
• Advanced Consulting Services

and to Microsoft Office 365 Groups

THE BINARY TREE ADVANTAGE
 A Microsoft Gold Partner in Cloud Productivity,
Messaging and Application Development

 Member of the strategic Microsoft Enterprise
Cloud Alliance

 More than 20 years of experience with migrations and
transformations for enterprise organizations

 2014 Messaging Microsoft Partner of the Year

 Migrated more than 8,000 clients and 42 million users,
including 7.5 million to Office 365
MKBR-0002-1802

 Unparalleled support and services for a high quality,
customer-focused experience
 ISO 27001 certified for assurance of quality and security
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